VEHICLES

BlueIndy, a new electric vehicle carsharing system in Indianapolis, raises concerns from City Council members a day before launching. The Board of Public Works approved $6 million for the project.

Austin becomes the first city outside of California to test Google’s fully self-driving cars. The cars will have someone inside to monitor them.

BIKESHARING

The Los Angeles City Council agrees to a pilot fleet of 1,090 bikes and 65 stations in Downtown by 2016. The system will be jointly maintained by Metro and L.A., and it will integrate bikesharing payment with existing transit cards.

RIDESOURCING/TNCS

A federal judge rules that a lawsuit against Uber can proceed as a class action on behalf of most California drivers. The ruling allows the case to move forward in a way that could cover claims of up to 160,000 Uber drivers.

After a privacy glitch was found in Uber’s “Share your ETA” feature, the data now expires after 48 hours. The feature allows riders to share their ETA with friends during a trip.